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Memory consolidation in both trace and delay fear
conditioning is disrupted by intra-amygdala infusion
of the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin
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Memory for delay fear conditioning requires the synthesis of new mRNA and protein in the basolateral amygdala. It is

currently unknown whether similar molecular processes in the amygdala are required for the formation of trace fear

memory, in which a stimulus-free interval is inserted between the conditional stimulus (CS) and unconditional stimulus

(UCS). Here, we show that infusion of the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin into the basolateral amygdala disrupts

consolidation of both trace and delay fear conditioning. This is the first evidence that protein synthesis in the amygdala

is necessary for the formation of both trace and delay fear memory.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Pavlovian fear conditioning has been widely used to identify the
neural substrates of memory. In fear conditioning, an animal
learns to associate an initially neutral conditional stimulus (CS)
with an aversive unconditional stimulus (UCS). In the standard
version of this task, termed “delay” fear conditioning, the CS
and UCS are presented in a temporally contiguous manner.
Numerous studies have shown that the amygdala plays a central
role in associating the CS and UCS during delay fear acquisition
(Fanselow and LeDoux 1999; Maren 2001; Helmstetter et al.
2008). The formation of stable long-term memory in delay condi-
tioning can be disrupted by inhibiting either mRNA or protein
synthesis in the amygdala immediately before or after training
(Bailey et al. 1999; Parsons et al. 2006a,b).

In trace fear conditioning (TFC), the CS and UCS are
separated by an empty trace interval (TI) of several seconds.
Importantly, the temporal separation of these two stimuli dramat-
ically alters the neural mechanisms underlying acquisition and
consolidation of this memory. Whereas delay fear conditioning
is thought to rely primarily on the amygdala, additional structures
such as the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) are
critical for learning in TFC (e.g., McEchron et al. 1998; Quinn et al.
2002; Gilmartin and McEchron 2005; Gilmartin and Helmstetter
2010). Disrupting plasticity in either the mPFC or dorsal hippo-
campus with ERK inhibitors or NMDA receptor antagonists can
disrupt learning the CS-UCS association in TFC (Runyan et al.
2004; Quinn et al. 2005; Gilmartin and Helmstetter 2010). The
hippocampus also plays a key role in the association of the train-
ing context with the UCS in both delay and trace fear condition-
ing (Kim and Fanselow 1992; Quinn et al. 2002).

Most of the research on TFC has focused on the mPFC and
hippocampus, largely ignoring the contribution of the amygdala.
Because the amygdala seems to play a very clear role in delay fear
conditioning, it has been widely assumed to play a similar role in
TFC (Selden et al. 1991). It is possible, however, that the amygdala
is not required for TFC memory formation. Consistent with this
idea, recent research has indicated that neural activity in the
amygdala may not be required. Specifically, Raybuck and Lattal

(2011) reported that inactivation of amygdala neurons was suffi-
cient to disrupt delay, but not trace fear acquisition. Therefore,
it is currently unclear whether the amygdala plays any role in
TFC acquisition or consolidation.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the
amygdala is required for TFC memory consolidation. To this
end, we injected the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin into
the amygdala immediately after trace or delay conditioning. If
the amygdala is critical for both types of conditioning, one would
expect anisomycin to disrupt both delay and trace fear consolida-
tion similarly. If the amygdala is not a crucial structure in the trace
fear conditioning circuit, however, anisomycin infusion into the
amygdala should not disrupt trace fear memory.

The subjects were 39 male Long-Evans rats (300–375 g;
Harlan, Madison, WI) housed individually with free access to
water and rat chow. The colony room was maintained under a
14:10-h light-dark cycle, and all behavioral tests were conducted
during the light portion of this cycle. All procedures were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
and were in accordance with the NIH Guidelines for the Care
and Use of Experimental Animals.

All animals were anesthetized with 2%–4% isoflurane in
100% O2 and implanted with bilateral stainless steel 26-gauge
cannulae aimed at the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala (BLA)
using stereotaxic coordinates (AP 22.9 mm, ML+5.0 mm, DV
27.2 mm) relative to bregma. Cannulae were secured to the skull
with stainless steel screws, superglue, and dental acrylic. Rats
were given a recovery period of at least 7 d before behavioral
testing.

Fear conditioning acquisition was conducted in a set of four
identical chambers (Context A). The floor of Context A was com-
posed of stainless steel rods through which footshocks were deliv-
ered. Each chamber was illuminated by an overhead 7.5W bulb
and cleaned with a solution of 5% ammonium hydroxide. A sec-
ond set of chambers (Context B) was used to measure freezing to
the auditory CS independent of the training context. Context B
had a number of distinct features, including infrared illumina-
tion, a solid and opaque textured floor panel, and a different
cleaning solution (5% acetic acid).

Three sets of training parameters were used (Fig. 1A). For all
conditions, a 10-sec white noise CS (72 dB) was paired with a
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1-sec UCS footshock (1.0 mA). Animals assigned to the delay fear
conditioning (DFC) group (n ¼ 15) were given four pairings of
delay conditioning after a 6-min baseline period. For DFC ani-
mals, the UCS was delivered at the moment of UCS offset, and a
variable intertrial interval (ITI) of 110 sec+20 sec separated the
four CS-UCS pairings. Animals assigned to the four-trial trace
fear conditioning (TFC 4) group (n ¼ 12) also received four pair-
ings after a 6-min baseline period, except that the CS and UCS
were temporally separated by an empty 20-sec trace interval.
Further, a variable ITI of 90 sec+20 sec was used to make the
TFC 4 conditioning session the same length as the DFC condition-
ing session. The TFC 4 parameters were chosen to parallel the
number of trials and total session length of the DFC group to allow
direct comparison of trace and delay conditioning. Finally, ani-
mals assigned to the six-trial trace fear conditioning (TFC 6) group
(n ¼ 12) received a total of six CS-UCS pairings in a slightly longer
conditioning session designed to produce enhanced TFC acquisi-
tion. After the 6-min baseline period, TFC 6 animals received six
trials of the CS and UCS separated by a 20-sec TI. In order to pro-
duce maximal CS-UCS association in TFC 6 animals, the ITI was
also lengthened to 240+20 sec, based on previous research dem-
onstrating that increasing the time between conditioning trials
will enhance learning of the CS-UCS relationship in trace condi-
tioning (e.g., Detert et al. 2008). Animals were removed from
the conditioning chambers four minutes after the final UCS.

All rats received bilateral infusions of 0.5 mL/side into the
BLA over a 60-sec period immediately after training. Rats were
either infused with the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin
(ANI; n ¼ 18; DFC n ¼ 7; TFC 4 n ¼ 5; TFC 6 n ¼ 6) or with the
vehicle (ACSF; n ¼ 21; DFC n ¼ 8; TFC 4 n ¼ 7; TFC 6 n ¼ 6). ANI
was dissolved in HCl (�90 mL) and diluted with artificial

cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) to the final concentration of 125 mg/
mL. A small amount of NaOH (�4 mL) was added to bring the
pH to 7.4 to match the vehicle ACSF. Our preparation of anisomy-
cin was identical to that used in previous anisomycin studies
(Nader et al. 2000; Schafe and LeDoux 2000; Parsons et al.
2006a,b; Wilensky et al. 2006) and has reliably been shown to pro-
duce a reduction of �60% in protein synthesis without lesions
(e.g., Parsons et al. 2006a). Normal retraining has been observed
following ANI infusion in our lab (Parsons et al. 2006a) and others
(e.g., Wilensky et al. 2006), demonstrating that ANI infusion does
not produce significant amygdala damage. After each infusion,
the injectors (33-gauge, cut to extend 0.5–0.7 mm beyond the
guide cannulae) remained in place for an additional 90 sec to
ensure proper diffusion. Prior work with these parameters indi-
cates they produce bilateral coverage throughout the amygdala
(Parsons et al. 2006a,b).

Twenty-four hours after training, rats were given a context
test in Context A counterbalanced with a CS retention test in
Context B. For the context test, animals were returned to the con-
ditioning chamber for 12 min. The CS retention test consisted of a
1-min baseline period followed by eight discrete 30-sec presenta-
tions of the CS (72 dB), with a 60-sec ITI. Discrete presentations
of the CS allowed us to measure freezing behavior during both
the CS and ITI periods of the test. The ITI serves as a measure of
fear during the period immediately after the CS offset, making it
comparable to the empty trace interval present during acquisi-
tion. The context and CS tests were presented 4 h apart, so that
each animal received both a context and CS test on the same day.

Freezing was used to quantify conditional fear during all
training and testing sessions. Freezing behavior was scored in
real time using a digital video observation system (FreezeScan
1.0, Clever Sys Inc.) that continuously scored each rat as freezing
or active. Freezing was analyzed as the amount of freezing per
minute (baseline periods, training sessions, and context sessions),
freezing during the CS presentations (30- sec period during test CS
presentations), or freezing during the ITI (60-sec period between
test CS presentations). Statistical analysis of freezing during the
CS test was conducted using the average of the first three trials,
as this best represents the response to the CS before extinction
begins to occur (see Supplemental Fig. S1). This procedure is
consistent with other studies using discrete CS presentations
during the test session to test trace fear memory (e.g., Quinn
et al. 2002, 2005; Yoon and Otto 2007). Behavioral data were ana-
lyzed using two-way ANOVAs (factors: training type and drug)
and Student’s t-tests (to test the drug effects within each type
of training). In all analyses, an a value of 0.05 was required for
significance.

After behavioral testing was complete, animals were killed
with an overdose of isoflurane and transcardially perfused. For
detailed procedures, see Kwapis et al. (2009). Briefly, after fixation,
brains were removed, cryoprotected, sectioned, and stained with
cresyl violet to verify cannulae placements. Four rats were
excluded from analysis due to misplaced cannulae. The cannulae
placements for the remaining 39 animals were deemed acceptable
and were included in subsequent analyses (Fig. 1B).

All animals showed normal acquisition using DFC, TFC 4, or
TFC 6 conditioning protocols (Fig. 1C) before drug infusion. Low
freezing during the baseline period indicated that animals did not
respond to the training context prior to the CS-UCS pairings.
Further, there was no significant difference between groups in
the amount of freezing during the 4-min period after the final
stimulus presentation for DFC animals (t(13) ¼ 0.098, P ¼ 0.923),
TFC 4 animals (t(10) ¼ 0.197, P ¼ 0.848), or TFC 6 animals
(t(10) ¼ 0.472; P ¼ 0.647). These data indicate that animals within
each training condition showed equivalent freezing levels prior to
drug infusion.

Figure 1. Animals show normal acquisition of DFC, TFC 4, and TFC 6
training before drug infusion. (A) The training protocol. Animals were
trained with four pairings of delay fear conditioning (DFC), four pairings
of trace fear conditioning (TFC 4), or six pairings of trace fear conditioning
(TFC 6). (B) Locations of infusion sites for animals infused with either ACSF
(black symbols) or ANI (white symbols) and trained with DFC (circles),
TFC 4 (triangles), or TFC 6 (squares). (Diagrams are adapted from
Paxinos and Watson [1998] and reprinted with permission from Elsevier
# 1998.) (C) Mean percent time freezing during each minute of acqui-
sition of DFC (top), TFC 4 (middle), or TFC 6 (bottom). Animals show
similar acquisition curves during the baseline (BL), CS-US association
(CS-US), and post-shock (post) periods.
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Immediately after training, animals were infused with ANI or
ACSF into the BLA and were tested the following day to the con-
text and CS (Fig. 2A). Extinction appeared to begin after the third
trial for all three training conditions (Supplemental Fig. S1A,B).
Therefore, we focused on the average of the first three CS presen-
tations and the corresponding ITI periods in statistical analyses.
Infusion of ANI into the BLA disrupted freezing behavior during
both the CS test (Fig. 2B,C) and the context test (Fig. 2D) for all
groups. During the CS presentation (Fig. 2B), we observed a signif-
icant main effect for drug (F(1,33) ¼ 16.773, P , 0.001) but no sig-
nificant main effect for type of training (F(2,33) ¼ 1.311, P ¼ 0.283)
and no significant Training × Drug interaction (F(2,33) ¼ 0.320,
P ¼ 0.728). The lack of a significant interaction demonstrates
that we were unable to detect any differential effects for ANI
among the three types of training. Student’s t-tests comparing
drug conditions within each training group demonstrated that
ANI significantly impaired freezing for DFC animals (t(13) ¼

2.769, P ¼ 0.016). While TFC 4 animals given ANI also showed
reduced CS freezing, they were not significantly impaired relative
to control animals (t(10) ¼ 1.984, P ¼ 0.075). The lack of a signifi-
cant drug effect in TFC 4 animals was likely due to the relatively
low levels of freezing in the vehicle animals, as freezing in the
ANI group was already at minimal levels (M ¼ 2.52%). Thus,

weak learning in the vehicle TFC 4 animals did not produce suffi-
cient freezing to detect an impairment. Consistent with this
explanation, significantly reduced freezing was observed in ANI
for TFC 6 training, in which stronger trace conditioning parame-
ters were used (t(10) ¼ 2.388, P ¼ 0.038). These results demon-
strate that CS freezing for both trace and delay conditioning is
disrupted by infusion of ANI into the BLA immediately after
acquisition.

A similar pattern was observed during the testing ITI periods
(Fig. 2C). ITI freezing is commonly used to measure learning of
TFC, as it represents CS-induced fear to the trace interval and
encompasses the time at which the TFC-trained animal would
have received the footshock during training (see Quinn 2002,
2005; Blum et al. 2006; Yoon and Otto 2007; Detert et al. 2008).
An ANOVA performed on ITI freezing during the CS test illustrated
a main effect for drug (F(1,33) ¼ 44.591, P , 0.001) but no main
effect for training type (F(2,33) ¼ 0.243, P ¼ 0.785) and no signifi-
cant Training × Drug interaction (F(2,33) ¼ 0.481, P ¼ 0.623).
Individual t-tests illustrated that ANI significantly impaired freez-
ing for DFC animals (t(13) ¼ 2.918, P ¼ 0.012), TFC 4 animals
(t(10) ¼ 4.104, P ¼ 0.002), and TFC 6 animals (t(10) ¼ 4.013, P ¼
0.002) relative to vehicle controls. As with CS freezing, these
results indicate that intra-BLA ANI disrupted consolidation of
both TFC and DFC.

Context freezing was also disrupted by post-training ANI
infusions into the BLA (Fig. 2D; Supplemental Fig. S1C). A signifi-
cant effect of drug was observed (F(1,33) ¼ 34.429, P , 0.001), but
no effect for training (F(2,33) ¼ 0.610, P ¼ 0.550) or Training ×
Drug interaction (F(2,33) ¼ 0.007, P ¼ 0.993) was present. Again,
individual t-tests revealed a significant effect for drug within
each of the three types of training (DFC: t(13) ¼ 5.468, P , 0.001;
TFC 4: t(10) ¼ 3.333, P ¼ 0.008; TFC 6: t(10) ¼ 2.487, P ¼ 0.032).
This demonstrates that context fear formed during both trace
and delay conditioning was also disrupted by anisomycin infu-
sion into the BLA.

To summarize, our results demonstrate that intra-BLA infu-
sions of the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin disrupt con-
solidation to both the discrete CS and to the context following
either four or six pairings of trace fear conditioning. We have
also replicated the finding that anisomycin infusions into the
BLA disrupt CS and context consolidation following delay fear
conditioning. Thus, preventing protein synthesis with ANI in
the BLA disrupted trace fear consolidation in the same way that
it disrupts delay fear consolidation. This is the first evidence
that the BLA is crucial for the consolidation of both trace and
delay fear conditioning.

Our conclusion that plasticity in the amygdala is required for
trace fear consolidation generally conflicts with the findings of
Raybuck and Lattal (2011), who showed that inactivation of the
amygdala with muscimol did not impair trace fear acquisition.
There are a number of possible reasons for this contradiction.
First, there were numerous procedural differences between the
two studies. For example, the current study used rats rather than
mice. Similarly, we used four or six trials of trace conditioning,
whereas Raybuck and Lattal used four or fewer pairings in a
shorter training session. It is possible that these procedural differ-
ences produced qualitatively different forms of learning with
unique neural requirements. This explanation seems unlikely,
however, because animals trained in both paradigms were able
to express substantial freezing behavior to the CS during testing.
A second possibility is that plasticity (as reflected by the require-
ment for macromolecular synthesis) but not neural activity in
the amygdala is required for trace fear conditioning. It is feasible
that inactivation of the amygdala with muscimol does not fully
impair intracellular plasticity, which may continue to occur as a
result of afferent stimulation from distal inputs to the amygdala.

Figure 2. Both delay and trace fear consolidation are disrupted by intra-
BLA infusion of anisomycin. (A) The experimental timeline. Animals
received ANI (125 mg/mL; 0.5 mL/side) or ACSF infusions immediately
after DFC, TFC 4, or TFC 6 training and were tested the following day.
(B) Mean percent time freezing during the CS presentations. DFC and
TFC 6 animals given ANI froze significantly less than ACSF controls. TFC
4 animals showed a nonsignificant reduction in freezing. (C) Mean
percent time freezing during the ITI periods of the CS test. DFC, TFC 4,
and TFC 6 animals given ANI all show significantly attenuated freezing
relative to vehicle animals. (D) Mean percent time freezing during the
context test. DFC, TFC 4, and TFC 6 animals all show significantly
reduced freezing after ANI infusion. (∗) P ≤ 0.05 relative to vehicle.
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Consistent with this logic, past studies have demonstrated that
protein synthesis and memory reconsolidation can occur nor-
mally despite inactivation of the amygdala with the AMPA recep-
tor antagonist CNQX (Ben Mamou et al. 2006). Thus, despite
muscimol-induced hyperpolarization of amygdalar cells, plastic-
ity might still occur to support trace fear acquisition. A final pos-
sibility is that compensatory mechanisms can support trace fear
learning when amygdala neurons are inactivated during the
acquisition or consolidation periods. It is conceivable that other
structures could support the trace association in the absence of
amygdala activity, given the network of areas that participate in
trace fear, including both cortical regions and the hippocampus.
Indeed, other forms of hippocampus-dependent learning, such
as context fear conditioning, can be acquired though alternate
mechanisms if the hippocampus is inactivated prior to training
(e.g., Rudy and O’Reilly 1999; Wiltgen et al. 2006). From this
perspective, inactivation of amygdala neurons during trace fear
conditioning may have triggered the activation of supporting
structures, whereas protein synthesis inhibition used in the
present study was insufficient to access these compensatory
mechanisms. In any case, our results clearly demonstrate that
infusion of anisomycin into the amygdala disrupts both trace
and delay fear consolidation.

Interestingly, we observed slightly higher levels of freezing
during the ITI than during the CS presentation for both trace
and delay animals (Fig. 2C). The most likely explanation is that
the animals began freezing during the discrete CS and simply con-
tinued that behavioral suppression through the empty interval
after CS offset. Animals generally oriented to the CS onset for a
few seconds each trial; this orienting behavior was not present
following the CS offset, resulting in higher mean freezing during
the ITI. All animals showed adequate evidence of learning the
predictive relationship between the CS and UCS, as demonstrated
by increased freezing to the CS after the baseline period. One
alternative possibility is that freezing during the ITI represents
generalized freezing to the novel context, rather than fear to the
CS itself. This is unlikely because baseline freezing for both
drug groups in all three training conditions was minimal, suggest-
ing that the animals do not generalize fear to the novel context.
Further, ANI-induced deficits were only observed following the
CS presentation; in no instance was the anisomycin group
impaired during baseline freezing, because vehicle animals did
not freeze at meaningful levels until the CS onset. This supports
the contention that anisomycin specifically disrupted CS-induced
freezing, rather than some disruption of generalized context fear.

One potential criticism of our study is that anisomycin is
considered a “dirty” drug with a number of unintended effects,
like inhibiting catecholamine synthesis (e.g., Flexner and Good-
man 1975), inducing gene expression (see Radulovic and Tronson
2008), or producing cell death (Iordanov et al 1997, 1998; Rudy
2008). This makes it difficult to conclude with absolute certainty
that the effects we observed were from specific inhibition of trans-
lation, rather than one of these side effects. Regardless of how ani-
somycin is acting, it is obvious that application of this drug into
the BLA has the same effect on trace and delay fear, indicating
that the BLA is playing a similar role in each. Additionally, it is
possible that our targeted infusion of ANI into the BLA disrupted
protein synthesis in brain regions other than the amygdala, such
as the hippocampus. Although others have observed decreases in
protein synthesis in brain regions outside of the targeted structure
after ANI infusion (Maren et al. 2003), prior work in our lab has
demonstrated the effectiveness of this dose and volume in dis-
rupting protein synthesis bilaterally throughout the BLA (Parsons
et al. 2006a,b). Further, Maren and colleagues (2003) have demon-
strated that the same volume and concentration of ANI infused
into the BLA does not disrupt protein synthesis in the dorsal

hippocampus. It is, therefore, unlikely that our observed disrup-
tion of trace fear memory is because ANI is disrupting hippocam-
pal, rather than amygdalar, tissue. Despite the focal nature of our
infusion, we cannot entirely rule out the possibility that anisomy-
cin diffused into adjacent structures that play a key role in trace
fear, such as the entorhinal and perirhinal cortices (Kholodar-
Smith et al. 2008; Esclassan et al. 2009).

One final possibility is that the amygdala, while important
for trace fear consolidation, does not play the exact same role in
trace and delay fear. Our results demonstrate that anisomycin
infusion into the amygdala disrupts both types of fear memory;
however, it is unclear whether the amygdala continues to store
the memory after consolidation for trace fear conditioning as
with delay (Lee et al. 1996; Maren et al. 1996; Fanselow and
Gale 2003) or whether the BLA is important for the extinction
or reactivation of trace fear memory, as with delay fear (e.g.,
Falls et al. 1992; Nader et al. 2000; Herry et al. 2006). These impor-
tant questions should be addressed in future studies.

In conclusion, we have shown for the first time that infusion
of anisomycin into the BLA can disrupt not only delay, but also
trace fear conditioning. Thus, consolidation of trace fear condi-
tioning, like delay fear conditioning, appears to require new pro-
tein synthesis in the BLA.
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